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Abstract: Text normalization is a task of generating plain text from
an un normalized text. Mobile technology has contributed to the
evolution of several media of communication such as chats, emails
and short message service (SMS) text. This has significantly
influenced the traditional standard way of expressing views from
letter writing to a high-tech form of expression known as texting
language. In this paper we present a review on various techniques to
used translate a un normalized text into its equivalent plain text.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Text normalization is a process of translating SMS text into
plain English. There has been a rapid increase in social text in
the last few years, including the mobile phone text messages
(SMS), comments from the social media websites such as
Facebook and Twitter, and real-time communication
platforms like MSN and Gtalk [2].Knowledge from this data.
Unfortunately, traditional NLP tools sometimes perform
poorly when processing this kind of text. One of reasons is
that social text is very informal, and contains many
misspelled words, abbreviations and many other nonstandard tokens. Short Messaging Service (SMS) texts
behave quite differently from normal written texts and have
some very special phenomena. To translate SMS texts,
traditional approaches model such irregularities directly in
Machine Translation (MT). However, such approaches suffer
from customization problem as tremendous effort is required
to adapt the language model of the existing translation system
to handle SMS text style. We offer an alternative approach to
resolve such irregularities by normalizing SMS texts before
MT. In this thesis work, we view the task of SMS
normalization as a translation problem from the SMS
language to the English language and we propose statistical
MT model for the task. The problem of text normalization
can be explained with the help of an example. Consider a
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SMS text “shd we go 2 yr house den?” this SMS text can be
normalized in the plain English as “Should we go to your
house then ?”.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Karthik Raghunathan, Stefan Krawczyk[1]:. This paper
explores two approaches to SMS text normalization. First,a
dictionary substitution approach used by most websites that
provide such a service, and then modify it with extension. It
ends the discussion about the shortcomings of the system and
possible improvements in the future to make it better.
Richard Beaufort, Sophie Roekhaut, Louise-Amélie
Cougnon, Cédrick Fairon, July 2010 [2]:This paper presents
a method that shares similarities with both spell checking and
machine translation approaches. The normalization part of
the system is entirely based on models trained from a corpus.
The principle of this method of evaluation is to split the
initial corpus into 10 subsets of equal size. The system is then
trained 10 times, each time leaving out one of the subsets
from the training corpus, but using only this omitted subset as
test corpus .The language model of the evaluation is a 3gram. System did not try a 4-gram. Overall accuracy of the
system is comes out to be 76.23%.
Chen Li Yang Liu, Improving Text Normalization Using
Character-blocks
based
Models
and
System
Combination[3]:In this paper, author propose an approach to
segment words into blocks of characters according to their
phonetic symbols, and apply MT and sequence labeling
models on such block-level. Author also proposes to combine
these methods, as well as with other existing methods, in
order to leverage their different strengths. The proposed
system shows an accuracy of 74.6%.
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[4]: A large amount of information is found in noisy contexts
as texting and chat lingo have become increasingly prolific in
the past decade. The increase in performance is seen even
when tested solely on deletion abbreviations, meaning that
the MT system is able to utilize some feature in the text that
is not covered by those used in this work.

III. METHODOLOGY
To translate the SMS text into its equivalent plain text
following approaches can be used.
A. Statistical machine translation approach:
Statistical machine translation is a data-oriented statistical
framework for translating text from one natural language to
another based on the knowledge. During translation, the
collected statistical information is used to find the best
translation for the input sentences, and this translation step is
called the decoding process. There are three different
statistical approaches in MT, Word-based Translation,
Phrase-based Translation, and Hierarchical phrase based
model. Statistical MT model take the view that every
sentence in the target language is a translation of the source
language sentence with some probability. The best
translation, of course, is the sentence that has the highest
probability. This technique will work Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) approach works in two phases (1)
Training phase (2) Translation phase. Training phase is used
to extract seven tables like Bi-gram, Tri-gram, Four-gram,
Five-gram, Six-gram, Seven-gram with the help of uni-gram
table and parallel corpus provided for training. In Translation
phase actual translation is done for the end user with the help
of these seven tables extracted during training phase.

Fig 1:Flowchart of Training phase

Fig 2:Flowchart of Translation phase
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B. Dictionary Lookup Technique: This approach is mainly
used to check whether the particular token is correct or not by
comparing the token with the dictionary values. It is assumed
that the word which is being checked is correct if it is
available in the dictionary. To create dictionary for various
English words, various resources like English text books,
online English websites are being used. The accuracy of the
system is highly depends upon this phase. If the required
word is correct but not in the dictionary then it will give
wrong output
C. Nearest Word Locater Technique: This technique will
work if dictionary lookup approach becomes unable to
generate the accurate word. This technique is used to find the
nearest possible word from the dictionary to obtain the result.
With the help of this technique various suggestions are
generated with respect to the token which is being checked in
the ascending order of their distances. In this approach, the
word distance means the minimum number of operations
required to equate the wrong word with the word in
dictionary.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Proposed system is tested on 200 different short messages on
SMT by using Uni-gram Table with the help of the database
available from karthik Raghunathan successfully. System is
also manually tested on 400 sentences out of which 380 are
converted successfully and hence proposed system shows
the accuracy of 83% which shows that the results are quite
good.
Table I: Dictionary look up approach

Abb

Eng

Dere

There

Wat

What

Gng

Going

Wry

Worry

Tnsn

Tension

Uni

University

Bti

Bathinda

Chd

Chandigarh
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The following table shows the results generated by the
system:
Table II: RESULTS of SMT

Input Sentence

Output Generated by
System

I m here

I am here

R u fi9

Are you fine

I m gng to uni

I am going to university

gud 4 nthing

good for nothing

hlo I m gng to mt my
frend

hello I am going to meet
my friend

b dere

be there

ASAP

As soon as possible

The following table shows the statistics of proposed system
Table III:

Results of system

Parameter

Value

English Dictionary Words

1,50000

Abbreviations

2000

Sample short message

200

Tested Inputs

400

Accurately Converted

378

Overall System Accuracy

83%
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FUTURE SCOPE
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In Future work, SMT approach can be further extended to
improve the accuracy of the overall system. It can be used to
translate multi languages. Large corpus can be developed to
increase the accuracy. Parallel corpus of SMT sentences can
also be increased further to achieve more accurate results
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